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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TAMMYThe D&I and Women’s Initiative welcomes you to our presentation.  We presented a similar topic last year to the Women’s Initiative titled “Fighting Feminenglish” and were asked to present a similar topic this year to the firm.  We learned a lot in researching this topic and hope you get some good take aways from We welcome comments and questions from the group.  If you have anything you want to ask or interject, please chime in.Let’s get started.
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CONVERSATIONAL RITUALS

United States
 How are you?
 Good, Fine.

Burma
 Where are you going?
 Over there.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SABAThe basis for this presentation drew on the research of linguist Dr. Deborah Tannen and her analysis of conversational rituals.  The simplest conversational rituals start with a traditional American greeting.  When an American greats you with a “How are you?” the traditional response is “Good” or “Fine.”  An American is not asking for a medical report, they just know this is part of the game and that you understand the proper response.On the other hand, a common Burmese greeting is “Where are you going?” An American who is unfamiliar with the ritual may think that’s a little nosy, but a Burmese who is familiar with the custom and ritual will respond “Over There.”  It’s basically their equivalent of “How are you?”The key to both of these conversational rituals is that both people understand the custom and act appropriately.  Neither person takes the ritual literally.
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CONVERSATIONAL RITUAL - OPPOSITION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SABALinguist Dr Deborah Tannen discusses gendered language in her 1994 book Talking from 9 to 5, which remains relevant today.  In her book, Dr. Tannen explores the idea that men and women engage in certain conversational rituals with their own genders.  These conversational rituals carry on into our adult life and impact how we speak in the work place.  Before I begin, it is necessary to state the obvious disclaimer: these common language traits among men and common language traits among women are observations of general trends.  There are exceptions to every rule and these exceptions are impacted by culture, professional rank, and personality.  With that being said, Dr. Tannen has noted two key conversational rituals or styles that tend to emerge among men and women.  The two rituals are the ritual of opposition and the ritual of self-deprecation. The ritual of opposition tends to be commonly adopted by young men.  Studies and research have indicated that males at an early age are engaged in a constant battle of good-natured one-upping with one another.  This is characterized by joking, teasing, or trading facts on a subject to demonstrate competence.  In this way, young men are socialized to strive for the spot of top dog in a group interaction. At any given moment, one man is in the one up position, establishing his competence and dominance over the group, and another male is in the one down position, hoping to move up on the hierarchy.  The discussion tends to be energetic, direct, and rewards participants who are confident and dynamic.
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RITUAL - OPPOSITION
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CONVERSATIONAL RITUAL - OPPOSITION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SABALinguist Dr Deborah Tannen discusses gendered language in her 1994 book Talking from 9 to 5, which remains relevant today.  In her book, Dr. Tannen explores the idea that men and women engage in certain conversational rituals with their own genders.  These conversational rituals carry on into our adult life and impact how we speak in the work place.  Before I begin, it is necessary to state the obvious disclaimer: these common language traits among men and common language traits among women are observations of general trends.  There are exceptions to every rule and these exceptions are impacted by culture, professional rank, and personality.  With that being said, Dr. Tannen has noted two key conversational rituals or styles that tend to emerge among men and women.  The two rituals are the ritual of opposition and the ritual of self-deprecation. The ritual of opposition tends to be commonly adopted by young men.  Studies and research have indicated that males at an early age are engaged in a constant battle of good-natured one-upping with one another.  This is characterized by joking, teasing, or trading facts on a subject to demonstrate competence.  In this way, young men are socialized to strive for the spot of top dog in a group interaction. At any given moment, one man is in the one up position, establishing his competence and dominance over the group, and another male is in the one down position, hoping to move up on the hierarchy.  The discussion tends to be energetic, direct, and rewards participants who are confident and dynamic.
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CONVERSATIONAL RITUAL
SELF-DEPRECATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SABAOn the other end of the spectrum is the ritual of self deprecation.  This ritual tends to be commonly adopted by young women.  Studies and research have indicated that females at an early age are engaged in the practice of establishing equality in a group setting.  Communications among women are characterized by establishing meaningful connections and the need to maintain the status quo.  In this way, no one person is in the one-up position at a given point in time.  The ritual of self-deprecation can be understood with this common interaction among women.  Oh, I like your dress, where did you get that? What, you mean this old thing? I just pulled it out of my closet.  In this example, one woman compliments another.  The other women, realizing that she has the upper hand in the conversation, respectfully one downs herself by dismissing the compliment.  In this way, the women have engaged in the ritual of self-deprecation where the balance of equality has been restored.  The discussion among women tends to be thoughtful, passive, and rewards participants who are good listeners and effective at establishing connections
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WHEN STYLES COLLIDE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SABAWhen everyone observes the rituals, there aren't issues in communication.  In effect, the participants are speaking the same language so miscommunication is unlikely.  But what happens when the rituals clash? 
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OVERINTERRUPTING IN OUR FIELD

 Female justices on the U.S. 
Supreme Court are 
interrupted more often than 
their male counterparts

 1990 - 35.7% of all 
interruptions directed at the 
single female justice—
Sandra Day O’Connor

 2015 - 65.9% of all 
interruptions directed at 3 
female justices 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TAMMMYYou may have seen the recent articles written about the frequency of interruptions of female US Supreme Court justices.The statistics are staggering.It appears that the female justices consistently withstand  30% of the interruptions.  
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INDIRECTNESS

“Ask not what your country can do for you. Ask what you can 
do for your country.”

Woman in a Meeting: “I’m not an expert, Dave, but I feel like 
maybe you could accomplish more by maybe shifting your 
focus from asking things from the government and instead 
looking at things that we can all do ourselves? Just a thought. 
Just a thought. Take it for what it’s worth.”

Petri, Alexandra.  “Famous Quotes, The Way A Woman Would Have to Say Them During a Meeting.”  The Washington 
Post.  October 13, 2015. https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/compost/wp/2015/10/13/jennifer-lawrence-has-a-point-
famous-quotes-the-way-a-woman-would-have-to-say-them-during-a-meeting/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.16b0775b8a8c

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TAMMYBut there are problems that arise with the ritual of self-deprecation.  For example, the problem with indirectness – that is, making a statement in a roundabout and sometimes confusing way. In a 2015 Washington Post article, Alexandra Petri explains the problem of overapologizing in her eye opening article famous quotes as women would have to say them in a meeting.This apologetic line doesn't carry anywhere near the weight of the original quote and is a good example of how apologies at work can take the wind out of the speaker's sails when driving a point home.  
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Things you notice, you can change.

Things you don’t notice can change you. 
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Presentation Notes
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